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TERMS OF SALE

1. Terms are strictly CASH to the highest bidder.  In case of dispute the decision of the Auctioneer will be
final.  Lots must be paid for before shipping.

2. All bids will be executed by the Auction Manager, but forwarding charges, insurance and registration,
etc., will be charged to the buyer.  Bids from overseas members should be in Sterling and all postal bids
must be received by Friday 6th September 2024 before 1200hrs GMT if by e mail or by Wednesday
4th September 2024 if by phone or mail. Receipt of bids will be acknowledged by e mail or phone so
if you don’t receive this acknowledgement please contact the Auction Manager asap.

3. Successful bidders will be notified of their purchases by Pro-forma invoice (normally by e mail) and lots
will be forwarded after receipt of the FULL remittance in STERLING funds.

4. Lots will normally be sent out by first class mail (or equivalent) for invoices up to £40 in value or by
Royal Mail ‘Signed For’ service (or equivalent) for invoices over £40. Buyers requiring an alternative
service should request this when responding to the pro-forma invoice.

5. All lots are sold as genuine (except where offered ‘as is’) but neither the Auctioneer nor the Society can
be held responsible for a wrong description by the vendor. Note that your Auction Manager will have
made an attempt to verify descriptions but he is not an expertising service!

6. All lots are sold in STERLING FUNDS and must be paid for in STERLING FUNDS. Payment may be
made either by  sterling cheque drawn on a UK clearing bank and made payable to the Society or via
PAYPAL or by bank transfer. In the case of PAYPAL payments a surcharge will be applied
(normally 5% but may be higher for small invoices) to cover PAYPAL charges. If paying via bank
transfer, all bank charges must be paid by the purchaser. Please note that we are no longer able to
accept bank drafts drawn on Canadian or US banks.

7. The estimates given in the appropriate column are meant as a guide to the current retail value of the lots.
In many cases the vendor’s figures have been checked and adjusted.  It is anticipated that most lots will
sell at, or a little above, the estimate given. Condition has been taken into account and every effort made
to give a clear description for the benefit of bidders.  Such descriptions have, of necessity, to be
reasonably brief.   The Auction Manager is prepared to attempt to give more detailed descriptions of
larger lots and additional scans (e.g. of the back of stamps) can be provided on request. The numbers
stated in general lots and accumulations have not all been checked and must be accepted as only
approximate.

8. THERE IS NO BUYER’S PREMIUM OR VAT PAYABLE.

9. Virtually all of the lots in this sale are illustrated in this catalogue. Large and mixed lots have generally
been illustrated by showing a sample of the contents. Lot numbers highlighted in red have illustra-
tions; normally on the adjacent pages. Should these illustrations prove inadequate, the Auction
Manager will be happy to provide additional information or scans or provide material for Postal Viewing.

Applications for Postal Viewing will be dealt with in strict rotation.  The cost both ways, must be paid for by
the viewer and all lots must be sent back BY RETURN OF POST, with remittance to cover postage,
registration, etc.  Unfortunately, no lots can be sent for viewing to overseas members nor can any lots be sent
out for postal viewing after Friday 23rd August 2024. Scans can be sent as jpeg attachments up to Wednesday
4th September 2024.

All enquiries, viewing requests and bids should be sent to the Auction Manager.

     Graham Searle, Ryvoan, 11  Riverside, Banchory, Aberdeenshire, UK  AB31 6PS
     Tel: (+44) (0)1330 820659  If calling from USA and Canada please note time difference.
     Email: searle711@btinternet.com
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INFORMATION FOR BIDDERS

An estimate is shown against each lot. This is an estimate of the market value of the lot and may be used as a
guide to the likely selling price. However, please note that our Auction Manager does not always get it right!

As this is a club auction, reserves have, in many cases, been set by individual sellers not by the auction
manager. As a result, reserve levels can vary  a lot from less than 50% to as much as 90% of estimate. In most
cases, assume the reserve is around 70% of estimate and note that bids of less than 60% of estimate are
highly unlikely to be successful.

This sale includes a few lots, at the end of the listings, donated or sold for Society funds.  In some cases these
will be being sold without reserve but please bid generously in such cases!

Our bidding increments are as follows:-

Up to £10 50p steps
£10 to £20         £1 steps
£20 to £50 £2 steps
£50 to £100 £5 steps
£100 to £200     £10 steps
£200 to £500     £25 steps
Over £500 at Auctioneers discretion.

Please note that these increments do not allow for bids such as £25 or £35 which always end up being
rounded down. We do not accept ‘Buy’ bids.  Bids received which are not in line with the above steps will
be rounded down to the nearest bidding increment.

Lots will be sold to the highest bidder at one increment above the next highest bid. Your bid will not be used
as a starting price. In the event of tied bids, the bid received earliest will win the lot.

The Auction Manager will treat your bids in confidence. Your limit bid will not be used as a starting bid.

For the majority of lot values we have referred to the following catalogues:-

SG - Stanley Gibbons Canada & Provinces 7th Edition 2020

CS - Unitrade Specialized Catalogue of Canadian Stamps 2022 Edition

Van Dam catalogue of Revenue Stamps - 1994 edition.

Webbs Postal Stationery Catalogue - 7th Edition 2001

Where the abbreviation STC is used, the catalogue value stated is that provided by the vendor and has not been
checked by the Auction Manager.

The sale is listed as follows:-

1. Postal History - bulk or mixed lots

2. Postal History - small lots

3. Postal Stationery

4. Cancellations

5. Stamps

6. Post Office Forms and Stationery

7. Some odds and ends and the stuff the Auction Manager missed the first time around.

8. Donated lots
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The Postal History  sections of the sale contain many specialised items. Rather than split these into too many
sub-listings we have attempted to highlight key words (in red) that may draw attention to items of special
interest or unusual destinations. The system is, of course, not foolproof so if you do have specific interests we
would advise close inspection of the lot listings to ensure you do not miss something important. Within each
section, lots are listed broadly in chronological order.

Please note that although we have made efforts to illustrate the vast majority of lots, the scans are not to scale
so relative sizes will not be correct. The scans are, however, of fairly high resolution so you will be able to
blow them up in size online to get a close up view of the material. Also note that some of the covers and
large stamp lots are held on album pages which can sometimes be hard to scan - so don’t be alarmed if
some of the scans show edges missing etc. In real life they are all there unless we say they are not!

Oh, and remember if you see something you like….bid early, bid high and bid often!!!

FOREWORD

This sale contains the usual eclectic mix of postal history and stamps from the BNA area.  The sale contains
lots with estimated values between £2 and £250 with well over 90% of lots being estimated below £50 - very
much lotted with the collector in mind. So, even in these times of tight budgets and cost of living crises we
hope you can find something to add to your collections that won’t break the bank.

As usual, all estimates and bidding are done in £ Sterling although successful overseas bidders will be able to
pay invoices in their local currency using PAYPAL or pay via International bank transfer. With the £ sterling
continuing to be fairly weak against both Canadian and US $’s and your Auction Manager using rather old
catalogues for things like Postal Stationery, Revenues and Precancels there are bound to be some big bargains
here particularly for our overseas members. Whilst the sale contains a wide variety of  BNA material, some
of the highlights include:-

1. Some more lots from the Albert Govier Newfoundland collection

2. Some excellent bulk and small lots of Canadian plate blocks

3. Some more bulk lots of stamps - notably Small Queens

4. A nice group of transatlantic covers - many ex. the Malcolm Montgomery collection.

5. A good range of registered covers from all periods.

6. Some more lots of the ever popular fancy cancels

7. An interesting range of Post Office notices and forms/ labels

I hope you can find a few lots to enhance your collection.

Graham Searle

23 July 2024.
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LOT    DESCRIPTION  ESTIMATE
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POSTAL HISTORY - BULK OR MIXED LOTS (see also lots 107, 108, 116, 117)

1809 - 1858 large group of 16 transatlantic letters. Mostly eastbound from Canada and
stampless with majority in the 1830 - 1840 period. Note one cover from the UK dated
1858 with UK 6d stamp on. Note several with ship letter marks. Good range of rates and
a lot of research material here. Condition varies but many fine or better and several
expanded out for display purposes.

1851 - 1859 large group of 20 domestic stampless covers from the 'Pence' period. Both
paid and unpaid types here with a big range of different handstamp types. Majority are at
the 3d rate but note one sfl at 6d rate. Condition varies but many fine or better and several
folded out for research/ display purposes.

1859 - 1867 group of nine stampless covers or entires all rated FREE of postage. Includes
official post office business envelope and crown lands cover with fine strike of the CLD
Free handstamp. Fine to very fine and a nice group.

1859 - 1874 large group of 14 domestic stampless covers from the 'Cents' period. Both
paid and unpaid types here with ratings from 1 cent to 10 cents. Majority with handstamps
but note one with manuscript rating. Mostly fine to very fine.

1882 - 1902 small group of four registered covers comprising; 1882 letter to Toronto
franked with 3 cent SQ and 2 cent RLS, 1887 cover from same correspondence franked
with 2 cent RLS (postage stamp missing), 1887 3 cent PS envelope franked with 5 cent
SQ and 1902 letter from Copper Cliff to Toronto franked with 2 cent and 5 cent Numerals.
Some minor faults but also a couple of very nice covers here.

1897 - 1904 small group of five advertising covers. One Windsor Hotel cover is reduced
at left but otherwise these are very fine and a nice group.

1901 - 1911 group of seven ppc to the UK all but one franked with 2 cent Edward 7 stamps
and all from small post offices in York County. Mostly with split ring cancels. Note the
following:- BIRCH CLIFF 1910, 2c to UK; EGLINTON 1905, 2c to UK; EGLINTON
?1910, 2c to UK; HUMBER BAY 1911 to UK; MIMICO ONT 1906 on 2c to UK;
TODMORDEN ONT 1903? on 2c to UK; PARKDALE ONT 1901 full circle on 2c QV
Numeral to Ireland. Fine or better.

1905 - 1911 group of 8 ppc's to the UK. All franked with 1 cent or 2 cent Edwards and all
having Toronto Station B, C, or F 2 or 3 ring orb cancels. Comprising:- 1905, superb Stn
B, 23 MAY 21 05 three-ring orb, ties 1c Ed on Toronto Scene in Island Park. No message,
endorsed “Printed Matter” to Dorset; 1905, Stn C, 23 MAY 21 05 three-ring orb, ties 2 x
1c Ed on photo of small yacht. Message on picture side, to Aldeburgh; 1907, Stn B, 22
MAY 1 07 three-ring orb [late date], ties 2c Ed on Toronto Woodbine Race Track.
Endorsed “Via New York” to Southport; 1907, Stn C, 22 MAY 1 07 three-ring orb [late
date], ties 2c Ed on Water Scene near the Island, Toronto. Endorsed “Via New York” to
Southport; 1909, Stn C, 11 MAY 10 09 three-ring orb, ties 2c Ed on Can Souvenir Card,
shields etc. City Hall Toronto to Tunbridge Wells. 1908, Stn F, 19 MAY 5 08 two-ring
orb, ties 2c Ed on City Hall Toronto. Message on picture side, to South Wimbledon; 1909,
Stn C, 20 SEP 20 09 three-ring orb, ties 2x1c Ed on Night view Muskoka Lakes endorsed
“Via New York” to Whitstable. 1911, Stn F, 10 DEC 12 11 two-ring orb, ties 2c Ed on
Doorway of Toronto Univ. to Stamford Hill.

1908 - 1924 group of 10 ppc's all from Nova Scotia and all showing split ring cancels.
Includes many unusual and small offices such as Upper Branch, Blockhouse, South East
Passage and Pleasantville etc. Condition generally fine or better and some nice strikes.

£100

£60

£30

£55

£8

£26

£10

£10

£15
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19
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 21

£5

£10

£10

£20

£10

£16

£3

£6

£10

£20

£14

£10

1929 - 1942 Group of three covers and one front all mailed from Canada to Aberdeen,
Scotland. Front is franked with 2 cent Scroll issue stamp, the three covers all with 3 cent
Mufti's. All have slogan cancels including Enlist Now and airmail types. Two wartime
covers have censor sealing at left edge. Fine to very fine.

1930 - 1960 large bundle of some 50 commercial domestic covers. Large range of
frankings, mostly with machine cancels. Many with corner advertising. Condition varies
but mostly fine.

Large group of some 37 covers and cards. Range from George V era to modern. Bit of
everything here including airmail, first day covers, postal stationery etc. Mostly fine or
better.

1935/36: group of five Eastern Arctic Mail covers mailed from Chesterfield Inlet, Craig
Harbour, Pangnirtung, Lake Harbour and Pond's Inlet, Baffin Island. Four mailed to
Kingston Ont with the fifth cover to Ireland. Some minor staining from the envelope gum
but generally fine and nice early examples of what appear to be genuine commercial mail
from the Eastern Arctic.

1941 - 1963 group of five official government covers comprising:- 1941 Munitions &
Supply cover franked with 6 cent airmail (CS type C6) with OHMS perfin, 1951 Dept of
Agriculture cover with pair of 2 cent Postes Postage stamps with G overprint, 1951 Dept
of Public Works cover with pair of 2 cent Postes Postage stamps with OHMS overprints,
1963 RCMP envelope with 5 cent Wilding with G overprint and 1963 National Revenue
Canada window envelope with 2 cent Wilding with G Overprint. Condition varies a bit but
mostly fine.

1943 - 1945 lot of some 14 wartime covers all with machine civil security nude/blackout
cancels from the west coast. Victoria, Vancouver, Oak Bay, BC return address corner
cards. Nicely illustrates the futility of these cancels! Condition varies but many very nice
covers here.

1949 - 1958 Group of four airmail covers from Canada to UK. Nice range of frankings, all
different from 15 cents to 30 cents. Covers are very fine. Lot also includes two postcards
of Quebec views; one used in 1905 to Scotland, the other unused.

1963 - 1980 small group of three postage due items, comprising: 1963 letter mailed
without postage in Vancouver and with 2 x 4 cent PD stamps applied, 1966 US Post office
envelope to Yarmouth NS with 10 cent PD stamp applied and 1980 Postage Due card with
$3 worth of Centennial postage dues (20 cents x 10 and 10 cents x 10) applied. Fine.

1986 group of 25 airmail covers commemorating 50 years of airmail passenger and cargo
services. This was a cross Canada flight from St. Johns to Vancouver on a Lockheed
CF-TCC plane restored for the event. 'En route to Expo 86'. Each cover cancelled at a
different stop over point en route. Very fine. STC $75.

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1897 - 1950 range of 10 covers, one stampless, the rest franked with
Newfoundland stamps. Fine or better.

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1903 - 1939 range of 7 covers plus a Robson Lowe postcard all
franked with Newfie stamps. Three of the covers have been reduced at left, rest are fine or
better.

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1948 - 2009 group of 10 covers all mailed in Newfoundland but
with Canadian stamps used post Newfie joining the Dominion. Includes a couple of first
day covers of the 1949 Newfoundland stamp and also two copies of a 1969 British Schools
Exploring Society commemorative cover, otherwise all different. Fine or better.
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22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

£15

£15

£12

£26

£20

£12

£20

£20

£15

£20

£6

£20

£5

POSTAL HISTORY - CANADA - SMALL LOTS

1833 (19 Jun) small sfl from Port Hope U.C. to Troy, New York State. Canadian postage
of 9d plus 3d ferriage prepaid and US charge of 18¾ cents also appears to have been
prepaid. Fine for age.

1835 (17 Feb) sfl from New York to Ancaster U.C. sent via Queenston (27 Feb transit
cancel in green). Rated 25 US cents to the border (converted to 1sh/3d in Canada) and
then 6½d Cy in Canada (includes 2d ferriage). Giving total collect charge of 1sh/9½d.
Fine and attractive cover.

1844 - 1850 pair of pre-stamp covers both with FORWARDED handstamps, rated at 9d
Cy and 1/6d Cy respectively. Fine to very fine.

1846 (7 Dec) entire folded letter with Picton UC cancel and Kingston UC cancel (both
dated 7 Dec and both in red). Addressed to Little Falls, New York (receipt cancel in red
dated 16 Dec). Re-addressed to Wilmut. Handstamps '5' in circle and '10' plus manuscript
'5' and 'Forwarded 4½ '. Very fine and attractive cross border letter.

1851 (25 Nov) folded letter from Quebec to Montreal, rated '3' in black mss. Front has
very fine strike of the 'Steam Boat Letter/ Quebec' cancel in black. Montreal receiver on
reverse dated 27 Nov. Very fine.

1852 (9 Feb) entire folded letter from Bidford to Montreal. Rated '3' in black mss. Front
has 'Bidford/ Feby 9 1852' manuscript postmark. Montreal receiver in red dated 9 Feb on
reverse. Usual filing folds, otherwise fine.

1852 (20 Oct) entire folded letter from Quebec to Montreal rated '3' in black mss. Front
has very fine strike of the Steam Boat Letter Quebec datestamp in red. Montreal receiver
on reverse in red dated 21 Oct. Usual light filing folds, very fine.

1852 (24 Dec) entire folded letter from St. Thomas U.C. to New York. Front has curved
boxed 'Canada', 'Canada/ Paid 10 Cts' and 'Paid 6D in circle' all in red. Faint London UC
transit cds on back dated 24 Dec. Light filing folds but generally fine.

1853 (18 Jul) unusual entire letter mailed from Bytown U.C. to Toronto and appears to
have been re-directed in Toronto. Front has red 'Paid 3d' in circle but also a large italic ½
(pence) rating. Toronto receiver on back and front dated 22 July. Fine.

1855 (10 Nov) envelope mailed from Hamilton U.C. to Flint, Michigan. Nice strike of the
two line CANADA / PAID 10 CTs handstamp in red. Also in mss 'Paid 78' - indicating
charge to account holder. Very fine.

1857 (16 Apr) cover from Dunnville to North Java New York with very fine strike of the
PAID 6d in circle handstamp in red. Unusual cross border cover in that it does not show
the CANADA cross border marking required by the postal regulations. Fine.

1857 (6 Oct) envelope mailed from Aylmer - Ottawa (split circle datestamp in red) to
Brunswick, Maine. Rated 'PAID 6D in circle' in red but with no other cross border
markings. Reverse has Montreal transit mark of 7 Oct. Cover has a few minor edge faults
- mostly on the back.

1859 (11 Apr) letter from Berthier - en - Haut (split circle cancel in red) to Montreal .
Rated PAID 3 handstamp in red. Reverse has Montreal receiver dated 13 April. Fine.
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36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

1860 (7 Jan) cover from Hamilton C.W. (split circle cancel in black) to Naine, New York.
Front has fine strike of the straight line CANADA - 10 - CENTS handstamp in black. Very
fine.

1860 (27 Mar) large registered letter mailed from Quebec to the Asst. Comm of Crown
Lands in Ottawa and rated FREE handstamp in red. Cover is badly creased and with some
edge faults but Free rated registered letters from the Cents period are rarely seen.

1870 Stampless small envelope, TORONTO ONT PM DE 20 70 split inner ring in black.
Rated PAID 3 h/s [Jarrett 606n] in red. Endorsed: “Paid 972”. To Thos H Wright, Treasr.
Co Essex, Sandwich, Ont. Unreadable SANDWICH receiver in black on back. Endorsed on
receipt: “Canada Co. Wm B Robinson, Toronto 20 Dec 1870, Replied to 22”. Slightly
reduced at left, overall fine.

1872 (3 Feb) cover from Woodstock to Oxford franked with 3 cent Small Queen in rose red
shade. Very fine.

1874 (12 May) registered letter mailed from Walkerton U.C. to Berlin P.Q.  Appears to have
been originally mailed without postage as it is endorsed 'Returned For Postage May /11/74'
but then paid in cash and  has PAID 5 handstamp in black. Very late use of cash to pay for
registered mail. Very fine.

1880 (13 Oct) one cent postcard with fine strike of the Toronto 'unofficial' screwed duplex
cancel. Mailed to Minesing with split ring receiver on front. Card has some toning but nice
cancel.

1883 (31 Mar) one cent PS card mailed from Montreal to St. John N.B. with nice strike of
the very rare handstamp 'Missent to/ Halifax N.S.'  Accompanying cut out from 1999
auction catalogue where similar card was sold with an estimate of over £400 notes only two
examples of this mark were recorded. Very fine.

1887 (7 Jan) advertising cover for the Imperial Hotel in Galt mailed from there to Berlin
Ont. Franked with 3 cent Small Queen tied by segmented cork cancel. Very fine.

1887 (21 July) registered letter mailed from Halifax N.S. to Antigonish N.S. Franked with
2 cent RLS. Antigonish receiver of 22 July on reverse. The envelope is of the Provincial
Secretary and shows a Coat of Arms on the flap. Envelope has been reduced at right and is
almost certainly missing a postage stamp (assume 3 cent Small Queen) as a result.

1888 (24 Sept) small OHMS folder sheet used as a remittance receipt from the Postmaster
General office in Victoria BC to the Postmaster at Ashcroft Station. Mailed free of postage.
Receiver dated 26 Sept on reverse. Very fine.

1892 (21 May) cover 1892 3c SQ on DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE ONTARIO
envelope, crest in red on backflap, tied by TORONTO CANADA MY 21 4P 92 forerunner
SqC. BARRIE ONT MR 23 92 full circle receiver on back. Very fine

1893 (15 Feb) advertising cover 3c SQ on C.J. HOLMAN & Co, TORONTO, rubber
stamped HOLMAN, ELLIOTT & PATTULLO cc envelope, tied by TORONTO CANADA
FEB 15 6?PM 93 two-ring orb type 1, to WOODSTOCK ONT FE 16 93 full circle receiver
on back. Very fine.

1893 (27 May) advertising cover 3c SQ on ROOM 57 FREEHOLD BUILDINGS TORON-
TO cc envelope, tied by TORONTO CANADA MAY 27 6PM 93 two-ring orb type 1, to
WOODSTOCK ONT MY 29 93 full circle receiver on back. Very fine.

£20

£15

£2

£8

£10

£12

£50

£4

£2

£6

£6

£5

£5
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48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

1893 (7 Aug) illustrated advertising cover with pair 1c SQ [+one missing] on THE
SMEAD-DOWD WARMING & VENTILATING CO of TORONTO LTD, illustrated cc
envelope, tied by TORONTO CANADA AUG 7 7PM 93 three-ring orb type 1, to
COLUMBUS OHIO REC’D AUG 8 11PM 93 full circle receiver on back.  Trim to right
& stamp missing. Annotations on back.

1894 (1 Mar) advertising cover 3c SQ on ‘In 10 days return to ROOM 8 -17 ADELAIDE
ST E. TORONTO’ rubber h/s cc envelope, tied by TORONTO CANADA MAR 1 2PM 94
three-ring orb type 1, to WOODSTOCK ONT MR 2 94 full circle receiver on back. Very
fine.

1894 (10 Jul) advertising cover 3c SQ on JOHN HALLAM - WOOL, LEATHER, HIDES,
TORONTO cc envelope, tied by TORONTO CANADA JUL 10 7PM 94 three-ring orb
type 1, to Armadale. No receiver. Very fine.

1894 (21 Sept) letter from Cambridge N.B. to Gagetown. Franked with strip of three 1 cent
Small Queens tied by fine strikes of the New Brunswick barred oval cancel. All cancels
struck in unusual purple ink. Some tears at back but very fine from front. Gagetown
receiver of 25 Sept on reverse.

1895 (August) unusual registered letter mailed to the Registry Office at St. Thomas Ont.
Franked with 5 cent RLS used alone. Origin is unclear. St. Thomas receiver of 16 August
on reverse. There are a number of possible explanations for the RLS being used alone
(postage free to registry office?) but sold as is! Very fine.

1895 registered letter from Montreal to Knowlton P.Q. franked with 10 cent and 1 cent
Small Queens. Both stamps have been pen cancelled. Stamps pay the 11 cents rate for a
double rate registered letter (6 cents postage plus 5 cents registration fee). Fine and unusual
franking.

1896 (12 Mar) advertising cover Strip of 3 x 1c SQ [one half torn away] on LOBB &
BAIRD, BARRISTERS &c TORONTO cc envelope tied by two strikes of TORONTO
CANADA 7PM MR 12 95 squared circle. To Robinson, Barrister, MARKHAM ONT MR
13 96 full circle receiver on back. Headed letter enclosed requesting $60 late payment due.
Reduced at right, half stamp torn away.

1897 (10 Mar) advertising cover 3c SQ on BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY, TORON-
TO, CAN. cc envelope, tied by TORONTO CANADA MAR 10 7PM 97 three-ring orb
type 1, to Armadale. No receiver. Minor tear at left edge and some very minor edge wear.

1897 (18 June) advertising cover 3c SQ on THE TORONTO SILVER PLATE CO.
Limited cc tied by indistinct TORONTO CANADA JUN 18 xx 97 two-ring orb type 2.
CHATHAM ONT JU 19 97 full circle transit & BLENHEIM ONT JUL 19 97 full circle
receiver on back.  Monthly Statement on headed paper enclosed. Very fine.

1897 (Oct 30) registered letter from Toronto to Acton franked with 8 cent Small Queen.
Two strikes of the straight line 'NOT CALLED FOR' on front. Reverse has a bunch of
cancels including nice Acton Squared circle, TOR & Sar MC No 4 W RPO cancel dated 1
November and two Dead Letter Office cancels dated 14 Dec and 18 Dec. Very fine and
nice cover to allow a bit of research!

1897 5c SQ uprating red oval QV 3c small PS Envelope Registered, pre-addressed to
AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY, TORONTO, Ont. Tied by OWEN SOUND
ONT 8 OC 28 97 full circle + strike on backflap. Large R in Oval on front & two on back.
To TORONTO CANADA NT OC 28 97 full circle receiver on back. Very fine.

£6

£5

£5

£10

£10

£26

£5

£5

£5

£15

£8
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59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

1898 (6 Jul) cover from Dunedin, New Zealand to Hamilton, Canada, marked 'via San
Francisco'. Franked with 2½d NZ stamp tied by four ring Dunedin cancel. Receipt cancel
dated 2 August accompanied by carrier's mark of the same date. Hamilton crossed out and
re-addressed to Brant Hill, Pt. Dover by two red-violet re-direction marks. Port Dover
receiver on reverse dated 3 August. Fine.

1899 (3 May) cover from Hiawatha, Ont to William Rennies in Toronto. Franked with 2
cent Map stamp tied by Hiawatha split circle cancel. Reverse has Peterboro and Toronto
cancels dated 3 May. Very fine.

1906 (29 Oct) leather postcard with Chinaman and 'You Likee Me/ Alexander' mailed to
UK. Franked with 2 cent Edward tied by Winnipeg & Moose Jaw RPO no 9 cds. Very fine.

1909 ( 9 Aug) picture postcard (of High Street, Southampton, Ont in sepia) mailed from
Southampton originally to Guelph but twice re-directed. Franked with 1 cent Edward. Card
has 'MISSENT TO' handstamp and two strikes of the Chesley Ont cancel dated 11 Aug.
Fine.

1910 (11 May)  Happy Birthday postcard mailed from Caledonia Ont (duplex cancel) to
Icelandic River, Manitoba. Has unusual boxed cachet in purple reading 'Address amended
by Winnipeg/ If incorrect return there/ under Cover'. First we have seen. Very fine.

1914 strip 3 x 2c carmine + 1c green Admiral on Registered MARKS’ STAMP CO, 414
Spadina Avenue, TORONTO CC envelope, tied by SPADINA AVE 2 roller & indistinct
free strike of TORONTO ONT (SPADINA AVENUE) FEB 24 14 full circle on front. Italic
REGISTERED h/s & boxed REGISTERED No h/s in different purples on front. Indistinct
TORONTO CANADA .. FEB.. 14 transit on back. Pair CHICAGO Ill. REG. DIV.  FEB
26 1914 transits on back. SPOKANE WASH REGISTERED FEB 28 1914 transit &
SPOKANE Wash Sta A REGISTERED MAR 2 1914 receiver, all double circles in purple
on back. Very fine.

1915 - 1921 trio of registered letters (all window envelopes) mailed from Eburne B.C.
showing a range of Admiral frankings,comprising:- May 1915 letter franked with 5 cent, 2
cent and 1 cent Admirals; June 1919 letter franked with 5 cent and 3 cent Admirals and
March 1921 letter franked with 10 cent plum and 3 cent brown Admirals. All three letters
were not called for and returned to sender and have large purple pointing hand cachets on
the front. Fine and colourful covers.

1916 (5 Jan) registered letter mailed from Ottawa to Montreal and franked with 7 cent and
1 cent Admirals paying the 8 cents rate. Very minor edge faults as top from opening o/w
very fine.

1916 pair of registered letters sent locally within Victoria B.C. from the City Treasurers
office. One franked with 7 cent bistre Admiral, the other with 7 cent plus 1 cent Admirals
(and thus apparently overpaid). Both letters were not called for and returned to sender and
both have large black pointing hand cachets on the front. Some minor edge faults from
rough opening but generally very fine and nice pair.

1919 (18 Sept) registered letter sent locally within Victoria B.C. franked with 7 cent bistre
Admiral. Stamp is tied by nice strike of the Victoria Home Products Fair slogan cancel.
Letter was not called for. Fine to very fine.

1921 (3 Jan) registered letter from Victoria BC to an address in the city. Not called for and
return to sender (large purple pointing hand cachet on front). Franked with 10 cent plum
and 2 cent red Admirals. Very fine.

£15

£15

£5

£6

£10

£8

£44

£5

£18

£16

£18
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1924 (3 Mar) picture postcard (shooting the rapids at Sault Ste Marie in colour) mailed
to Denmark. Franked with pair of 3 cent brown Admirals paying the 6 cents UPU
postcard rate. Stamps tied by indistinct RPO cancel. Very fine.

1924 (18 Apr) registered letter sent locally within Victoria B.C. Not called for and
returned to sender with large purple pointing hand cachet on front. Franked with 10 cent
blue and 2 cent green Admirals. Very fine.

1925 (20 Mar) registered letter from Toronto (Station K) to Cornwall UK. Franked with
4 cent and 10 cent blue Admirals for 14 cents rate. Reverse has St Austell receiver dated
1 April. Backflap is missing from rough opening but otherwise very fine.

1925 10c blue +3c carmine Admirals on small Registered letter, tied by two strikes of
TORONTO CANADA (STATION E) AP 14 25 full circle + free strike + two on
backflap. Boxed R TORONTO ONT POSTAL STATION “E” Original No. in
purple/black & REGISTERED h/s in purple. TORONTO ONT TERM’L ST’N A 14 AP
25 full circle transit on back. Two strikes of BUFFALO N.Y. REGISTERED APR 15
1925 double circles transits & two BOSTON, MASS REGISTERED APR 15 1925 &
APR 16 1925 double circle receivers on back, all in purple. Very fine.

1925 (6 May) small registered packet which would have contained a military medal,
Mailed from Ottawa to Greenstreet, Sask. Franked on back with Admirals, 10 cent blue,
5 cent violet and 2 cent green - latter damaged on opening. A little tatty as these usually
are.

1926 (1 Dec) letter mailed from the UK (franked with 2d orange G5 stamp tied by
Woodford Green datestamp) to Vancouver. Front has a range of handstamps all in purple
reading: 'Not in Directory'; No Such street address in/ Letter Carriers Delivery, Vancou-
ver B.C.' and a boxed '32' (presumably the letter carriers number). Reverse has purple
Vancouver No 27 cancels dated 18 Dec and red violet oval 'Undelivered Mail / Vancou-
ver BC' dated 8 Jan 27, also Dead Letter Office Ottawa cancel dated 19 Jan. Very Fine.

1927 (4 Apr) letter from London Ont to France franked with 8 cent Admiral tied by
slogan cancel. Very fine.

1927 (14 Apr) Acknowledgement of Receipt card franked with 10 cent bistre Admiral,
addressed locally. Red-violet 'Regina Registered' cancel dated 19 Apr on reverse. Very
fine.

1927 (26 Aug) registered entire letter mailed from the Agricultural Development Board
in Ottawa to Bradford, Ont. Franked with 10 cent bistre and 2 cent green Admirals tied
by House of Assembly duplex cancels. Enclosed letter deals with loan and insurance on
hen houses! Reverse has Bradford receiver of 27 August. Fine.

1927 (16 Sept) rather scruffy cover complete with original enclosure mailed from
Brighton UK. Franked with British 1½d brown G5 stamp tied by machine cancel.
Addressed to Poste Restante, Regina Sask and re-addressed to Windthorst, Sask. On the
front, all in violet are a range of handstamps reading: 'D General Delivery/ Regina Sask';
'Directory/ Regina Sask' and 'Your Change of Address Is/ Good for 90 Days Only'.
Reverse has violet boxed 'E Regina Sask/ General Delivery' and unclear receipt cancel
dated 26 Sept.  Unusual cachets.

1927 (6 Oct) cover from Stanstead Que to Switzerland franked with 8 cent Admiral. Very
fine.

£4

£18

£10

£8

£8

£8

£5

£5

£10

£15

£10
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1928 (13 April) Yukon Airways first flight cover from Carcross to Whitehorse. Franked
with 2 cent green Admiral and Yukon airways 25 cents label. Very fine.

1929 (2 Mar) registered letter from Brighouse B.C. to Vancouver franked with 2 cent green
Admiral and 10 cent Mount Hurd stamp. Letter was not called for and returned to sender.
Large purple pointing hand cachet on the front. Very fine.

1929 (15 July) airmail letter from Toronto to Bournemouth UK (although sender is shown
to be from Halifax NS). Franked with 2 cent red and 3 cent brown Admiral coils (CS types
132 and 134). Carried on first flight from Toronto to Hamilton Ont with nice cachet on
front. Very fine and attractive cover.

1930 (3 Mar) airmail cover from Moose Jaw Sask to Boston USA carried on first flight
from Moose Jaw to Calgary. Franked with 2 cent red Admiral coil (CS type 127 with coil
join) and 3 cent brown coil (CS type 134). Cover has nice illustrated cachet on front and
reverse has Calgary transit cancel of 4 Mar. Very fine and attractive.

1930 (24 - 31 Dec) pair of first flight covers for the route between Oskelaneo and
Chibougamau in Quebec. Airmails cat no 2969. Outbound cover with unusual franking of
2 cent + 1 cent red War Tax stamp (type MR3) and 1917 Confederation stamp. Return
flight franked with type C1 airmail stamp. Nice black cachets. Very fine.

1931 - 1942, pair of OHMS covers comprising: 1931 (22 Jun) official envelope of the
House of Commons in Ottawa mailed to Lyleton, Man. With fine strike of the bi-lingual
House of Commons Free Frank cancel. At lower left, cover shows initials of the MP
sending the letter E.F.W. Very fine. Also, 1942 (14 Sept) OHMS letter from the Depart-
ment of Munitions and Supply in Ottawa to Toronto. Large FREE handstamp in black over
circular cachet of the Dept of Munitions in blue which incorporates approval signature.
Very fine.

1932 (July) pair of letters. The first is from the UK to Montreal franked with 2½d blue G5
stamp with on reverse Montreal PQ receipt slogan cancel dated 17 Jul reading 'BY
SEAPLANE/FROM/STRAIT OF BELLE ISLE/ 1/3 OF SHORTEST ROUTE/FROM
EUROPE' . Enclosure refers to the special airmail service in connection with the Ottawa
Conference. The second letter is the reply to the first, mailed from Montreal on 20 Jul,
franked with two copies of the 3 cent Ottawa Conference stamp (CS type 192). Both covers
endorsed 'By Empress of Britain via Air Mail'. Very fine and a nice duo.

1932 (23 Dec) cover mailed within Halifax N.S. Franked with 2 cent Medallion stamp tied
by red machine cancel. Nice example of the Advance Posting for Xmas service. Very
fine.

1933 917 Feb) registered letter from Brighouse B.C. sent locally (within the township of
Richmond). Franked with 10 cent Cartier (CS 190) and 3 cent Arch provisional overprint
(CS 191). Very fine.

1934 (3 Feb) drop letter mailed in Hamilton franked with 2 cent Medallion stamp. Front
has large blue 'Return to Sender' pointing hand cachet and someone has written in manu-
script at upper left 'Left City'. Fine.

1934 (4 Jun) advertising cover mailed from Rochester New York and franked with 5 cents
of US postage. Mailed to Peterborough UK but missent to Peterborough, ON where two
red-violet cachets applied ; Oval 'General Delivery/ Peterboroough Ont' dated 5 June and
large boxed 'Return to sender' etc. Both cachets lightly crossed out in pencil and red arrow
applied pointing to the 'England' in original address. Very fine.

£22

£18

£12

£8

£10

£3

£20

£7
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£2
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1935 (27 Mar) registered letter mailed from Harrington Harbour Que (split circle cancel) to
Ville La Salle P.Q. Franked with Medallion issue stamps, 4 x 3 cents plus 1 cent paying the
13 cents rate. Front also has violet keyhole type registration mark of Harrington Harb Que.
Fine

1936 (19 Aug) illustrated cover for 'Vancouver Canada Welcomes the Warships of the
World' event, mailed to Chicago. Franked with 3 cent G5 stamp tied by Vancouver machine
cancel. Front has large red oval cachet of 'Commanding Officer/ H.M.C.S. Vancouver' with
same date. Very fine.

1936 (24 Dec) cover mailed unsealed within Toronto. Franked with 1 cent G5 stamp tied
by red Toronto machine cancel accompanied by violet cachet reading 'Received without
contents/ at Toronto'. Nice example of the Advance Posting Service for Xmas service. Very
fine.

1938 (31 Oct) picture postcard of Casa Loma in colour mailed from Toronto to South
Africa. Franked with 2 cent Mufti stamp accompanied by violet three line cachet reading
'Please advise your correspondents that / the letter rate from Canada is six cents/ per half
ounce'. Card also has violet 'T/20' tax mark. Very fine.

1939 (18 Sept) Hudson's Bay Company letter mailed airmail to the UK from the North West
Territories. Franked with range of Mufti and Royal Visit stamps to total of 11 cents. Stamps
tied by Fort Smith NWT cancels. Roughly opened at back and some edge wear but
generally fine and mailed just after the outbreak of war.

1939 (11 Oct) rather crumpled cover mailed from Switzerland (Golay - Buchel et Cie, Le
Sentier meter mark label for 1 Franc 80 centimes) mailed airmail to Toronto. Front has
unusual blue cachet reading 'Received in Toronto/ In damaged condition'.

1940 (14 Sept) special delivery letter from Toronto (Postal Terminal A) to Sherbrooke
franked with 3 cent Mufti and 10 cent SD stamp (CS type E7) - very fine and nice
commercial usage.

c. 1940 illustrated cover of the British India Line franked with 10 cent and 20 cent stamps
(CS types 241 and 243) with grid cancels but no other originating cancel. Mailed to
Plymouth UK. Front has two line cachet in red reading 'Delayed Transmission/ For
purposes of Security' . Endorsed 'By Airmail' Cover has some damage at top from rough
opening.

c 1941 parcel address label endorsed from sender in Queen Charlotte City B.C. Addressed
to Norrie, Wisconsin with 'Passed for Export' handstamp and signature. Franked on the
reverse with 5 cent Mufti and 20 cent plus 50 cent stamps from the 1938 series (CS types
235, 243 and 244). Fine.

1941 (21 Nov) advertising cover for Vogue Textile Co of Montreal mailed from there to
New York. Franked with 1 cent Mufti tied by machine cancel. Front has violet cachets
reading 'Received at Montreal without contents' and 'Forward' both bilingual. Reverse has
violet Montreal no 18 rubber cancel. Very fine.

1942 (28 May) airmail cover mailed from Prince Albert Sask to Canadian Army Overseas.
Franked with 10 cent and 20 cent stamps (CS types 241a and 243) tied by Enlist Now slogan
cancel. Part of address has been crossed out and replaced and front has nice cachet in
red-violet reading 'Address Unknown 5 C.I.R.U.(A.D.) with 9 June datestamp. Very fine.

£7

£4

£7

£22

£15

£15
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1946 (12 Aug) registered letter from Arvida P.Q. to Switzerland. Franked with 1 cent and
14 cent War Issue stamps. Very fine.

1951 (Feb) registered cover mailed from Toronto (Station F) to New York with 1899 2 cent
surcharge on QV 3 cents printed envelope uprated with 2 cent and 10 cent G6 stamps.
Addressed to Theodore Steinway the President of Steinway & Sons New York. Very fine
and nice item for a music thematic collection.

1952 (8 Jul) pair of Calgary Stampede covers mailed from the Exhibition Post Office to
Bradford, UK. One is franked with strip of 5 of the 2 cent olive coil stamp (CS type 309) and
the other with strip of 5 of the 4 cent orange coil stamp (CS type 310). Obviously philatelic
but an attractive pair of covers. Very fine.

1972 - 1976 pair of modern arctic covers comprising; 1972 Kenting Earth Sciences/
Polarquest 72' cover mailed from Resolute Bay to the USA. Franked with 5 cent Centennial
stamp plus 3 x 1 cent Centennials. Cover has free strike of the Marine Aeradio Station
Resolute Bay NWT date stamp of 10 Apr 1972. Also 1976 Kenting Aviation cover from
Resolute Bay NWT to England franked with 22 cents of postage and with airmail sticker. In
mss endorsed 'Last Use of the 1975 Cachet. Local Air service has been sold'. Very fine.

1974 group of five shortpaid mail cards used for collecting postage due. Various rates with
four of the cards showing Centennial definitives being used to pay the postage due (rates of
4 cents, 6 cents, 12 cents and 16 cents) and the fifth card having the dues paid by a pair of 6
cent Xmas stamps. All originate from Thorndale Ontario, mostly from rural routes. Very
fine.

1977 group of four shortpaid mail cards used for collecting postage due. Various rates from
10 cents to 38 cents with three of the cards showing late use of the Centennial postage due
stamps either alone or in combination with postage stamps. The fourth card has the fee paid
with a pair of the 12 cent QE2 definitives of 1977. All originate from Thorndale, Ontario
mostly from rural routes. Very fine.

1985 - 1988 pair of covers presumably mailed as paquebot covers comprising; 1985 cover
from Come By Chance NF to England franked with Isle of Man stamps and 1988 cover from
Placentia NF to England franked with GB stamps, Both have ships cachets on front. Very
fine.

1999 (24 Feb) registered airmail packet from Abbotsford B.C. to Bridgend, England (sic)
franked with $10.50 of postage comprising $8 Grizzly stamp, $2 Polar Bear and pair of 25
cent stamps. Package was caught by UK customs and subject to charge prior to delivery.
Nice piece of modern postal history with several customs labels and nice commercial use of
the high value stamps. Very fine.

POSTAL HISTORY - MARITIME PROVINCES (see also lots 9, 41, 51, 122, 125)

NEW BRUNSWICK: trio of pre-stamp covers comprising: 1846 sfl from Bathurst to
Miramichi rated 4½d Cy, unclear date letter from Fredericton to Saint John rated PAID 7d
and 1842 letter from St John to Miramichi rated 2N2. Couple have the usual filing folds but
generally fine for age.

NOVA SCOTIA: 1825 (3 Oct) partial front from letter sent from Annapolis to Halifax. Has
very fine strike of the POST OFFICE ANNAPOLIS datestamp. Very scarce cancel.

NOVA SCOTIA: 1853 (11 May) sfl from Halifax N.S. to New York via Boston. Carried to
Boston by mail steamer and rated 4(pence) in mss. On arrival in Boston rated 5 Cts for
onward transmission to New York. Usual filing folds but otherwise fine.

£2

£6

£10

£10

£30

£30

£6

£6

£15

£10

£15
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124

POSTAL HISTORY - MILITARY MAIL

1900 (21 March) Sam J. Ritchie 'Patriotic' stationery - 'Soldiers of the Queen, Canadian
Contingent' insert from letter. Sent from Private J.B. Heron of  'A' Squadron 1st battalion
Canadian mounted rifles serving in the Anglo-Boer War. Minor edge faults but generally
fine and fully written up on album page.

1901 trio of Boer War cancels on stamp or piece including Army Post Office 52; Field Post
Office British Army S. Africa and Army Post Office 38 South Africa. Fine and nice group.

Small group of WW2 era military covers and cancels, comprising; 1941 cover with Camp
Borden machine cancel, 1941 cover with 1 Canadian ABPO machine cancel and unusual
large circular censor cachet, 1944 YMCA cover with FPO and censor mark, 1944 postcard
from Clarenceville to England with censor mark, 1945 cover with FPO TC3 cancel and
shield censor mark 11837 and also pair of 10 cent stamps (CS type 257) with FPO 1212
cancels. Minor faults on some but generally fine to very fine.

Military Mail: large packet of 120+ military connected envelopes mailed to Canada and the
UK. Majority are WW2 era with a few later. Large variety of FPO cancels and military
related cachets. Condition is mixed but many fine. There are some long manilla OHMS
envelopes included and about 20 'Volunteer for Victory' items from Vancouver. Must be
some good pickings here and at £1 a cover should be some bargains to be had.

1943 (Jan/ Feb) Prisoner of War free franked wrapper, datelined 28 January but franked at
Base A.P.O. on 4 February and mailed to Austria. Message is from a Luftwaffe serviceman.
Usual censor markings . Very fine.

1944 (23 Jan) Prisoner of War free franked card mailed from Camp 132 (Medicine Hat,
Alberta) to Germany. Usual censor markings. Very fine.

1946 (3 Jun) Prisoner of War card, free franked mailed from Camp 23 (Monteith, Quebec)
to Germany. Sent by a Wehrmacht POW. Usual censor markings. Card has some age staining
around the edges but generally fine.

POSTAL HISTORY - TRANSATLANTIC MAIL (see also lots 1, 153)

1832 (14 Jan) age stained transatlantic cover from Falkirk Scotland to Chippawa U.C.
Routed via New York as a ship letter and then onward to the Queenston border crossing.
Front has fair strike of the rare two line American Postage/ British Postage handstamp in
green. Total collect charge was 1sh/11d Cy. Fully written up on album page.

1839 (14 Oct) entire letter from Paris, France to St. John, New Brunswick. Sent by private
ship. Prepaid '6' (decimes) via Le Havre to New York and there charged '27' (US cents).
Carried overland to St. Andrews with handstamp in blue. On arrival the letter was charged a
total of '2/2½' d currency (including the US charge) which appears to include 1d delivery fee.
Slight loss at rear and light filing folds, otherwise fine and a scarce early cover.

1843 - 1845 pair of transatlantic letters mailed to France via Boston and then by Cunard ship
to Liverpool for onward mailing. Both have nice strikes of the COLONIES & ART 12 boxed
handstamp in red. Fine and require some research on routing and ratings.

1846 (3 Jan) entire letter from Liverpool to Quebec, Canada carried unpaid out of Liverpool
by the Cunard Line 'Hibernia'. Rated 1/2 (sterling) in manuscript and having a very fine strike
of the 1s/4 Currency handstamp applied in Quebec as postage due (Arnell type A04). Very
fine.

£26

£12

£6

£120

£18

£16

£24

£40

£50

£30

£30
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1847 (3 Sept) entire letter from London UK to Sydney, Cape Breton Island. Mailed unpaid
and carried out of Liverpool on the Cunard ship 'Britannia' with manuscript '1/2' (Sterling)
charge. Nice strike of the circular '1s/4dCy' handstamp in black applied on arrival in Halifax.
(Arnell type A21). Usual filing folds but nice clean cover and an early letter to Cape Breton.

1853 (4 March) entire letter from London UK to Guelph, Canada West. Sent unpaid and
carried out of Liverpool by the Cunard line 'Canada'. Front has nice '1/-' British claim in
green and good strike of the '1/4' (Currency) charge applied on arrival in Canada. (Arnell
type A06). Very light central filing fold but otherwise very fine.

1854 (25 March) front and partial back of letter mailed from Liverpool to Montreal. Posted
unpaid and carried out of Liverpool on the Cunard vessel 'Europa'. Front shows British claim
of '7' in manuscript and very fine strike of the scarce 10d Cy handstamp (Arnell type D24).
This handstamp is believed to have been locally procured and was in use shortly after the
1854 rate change.

1859 (24 June) transatlantic letter mailed unpaid from Glasgow to Waterdown C.W. Routed
via Liverpool and the Cunard vessel Asia (dept 25 June) to New York (arriving 27 July).
British claim of 10d on front along with small 29 handstamp in black attributed to Hamilton
C.W. (type G12) Very fine. Ex Montgomery and written up  on partial album page.

1859 (11 Nov) transatlantic letter sent unpaid from London UK to Glanford C.W.  Routed
via Liverpool and on Cunard vessel Asia (dept 12 Nov) to New York (arriving 25 Nov). On
arrival in Canada it was charged 29 cents (Small 29 handstamp attributed to Hamilton C.W.
in black). Very fine. Ex Montgomery and written up on partial album page.

1864 (17 Oct) envelope from St. John's Quebec to Taunton in Devon. Carried by the Cunard
Line 'China' out of New York for Liverpool. Front has nice strike of the 'PAID 8dStg'
handstamp in red (Arnell type D01). Very fine.

1864 (4 Nov) envelope from St. John's Quebec to Taunton, Devon (same correspondence as
lot 130). Marked to be sent by the Canadian Boats, this was carried by the Allan Line
'Belgian' out of Quebec for Liverpool. Front has a fine strike of the 'PAID 6dStg' handstamp
in red (Arnell type E01a). Very fine and nice display partner for lot 130.

1865 (9 Feb) transatlantic cover from London, UK to Calumet Island C.W. Sent unpaid and
carried by Canadian Packet (Allan Line Nova Scotian). Routed via Liverpool and Portland
Maine then on to Montreal where is was charged 25 cents due (type G10a). Ex Montgomery
and written up on his display page. Fine.

1873 (9 Oct) transatlantic letter mailed unpaid from Ballynahinch, Ireland to Caintown,
Ontario. Carried out of Londonderry on the vessel Caspian reaching Quebec 16 October.
Reverse has a Hamilton transit datestamp of 21 October. Front has British claim of 2½d in
crayon and a black handstamp 12 CTS. which may have been applied in Quebec or in
Hamilton. (Type G06). Very scarce handstamp with only a handful of examples known. Ex
Montgomery and fully written up on his display page. Fine.

1895 transatlantic letter from unclear origin to Liverpool franked with pair of 1 cent plus 3
cent Small Queens . Front has very fine strike of the PAID LIVERPOOL US PACKET
cancel dated 9 Jan. Very fine.

£26

£20

£36
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£40
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POSTAL STATIONERY

POSTAL STATIONERY:  small accumulation of some 27 covers and cards - mostly unused
and ranging from QV to modern. Some better types noted including ½ cent Business Reply
Card etc. Very fine.

POSTAL STATIONERY: small collection of reply cards all unused, comprising; 1882 types
including the scarce stamps at left variety; 1887 types (several shades), 1897/8 types and
1903 KE7 type. One of the 1882 types is badly toned, otherwise fine to very fine. Lot also
includes unused examples of the UPU postcards types P20 and P21 and used copy of Edward
7 card P23.

Small group of six fine used CPR railway postcards comprising types: CPR4b, CPR43B,
CPR38B, CPR46F, CPR82 and CPR81. The last two have central filing folds the remainder
are very fine. Nice group. Cat over $200.

10 cent Nesbitt envelope of the 1860’s. Unused. Very slight ageing at the edges but generally
very fine. Cat $100+

1871 type UX1 pale blue on light brown card unused. Card has a slight nick out of the bottom
right corner and a tiny tear on left side. Also 1876 type UX2 mid blue on cream card. Unused.
Card has a small tear at the bottom.

1887 1 cent + 1 cent slate green reply cards type UY8 - unused and very fine.

1897 (9 Oct)  2 cent vermilion UPU card (type UX15) mailed from Halifax NS (squared
circle cancel) to Southsea UK. Very fine.

1901 (24 Aug) 2 cents blue UPU card (type UX21) mailed from Quebec (duplex cancel) to
Paris, France. Front has blue oval 'Post Office Inspector/ Quebec' mark also dated 24 Aug
and small boxed 'M.P.' Paris /Etranger receipt cancel dated 5 Sept. Very fine.

1904 (18 Mar) 2 cents red QV envelope (type U11) mailed from St. Catherines Ont (duplex
cancel) to England via New York. Paying the imperial penny postage rate. Very fine.

1913 (23 Oct) 1 cent black outward half of reply card (type UY24) with Edward 7 design.
Mailed from Montreal (machine cancel) to St. Casimir P.Q. Reverse has printed notice of the
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers. Very fine.

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1896 (3 Oct) 3 cents postal stationery envelope (type EN1) used from
Delden Pond to Toronto. Backstamps of St John's (6 Oct) Coastal TPO North (4 Oct) and
Toronto receiver of 8 Oct. Very fine and cat $115.

NEWFOUNDLAND: 1889 envelope type EN1a used from Mobile Newfoundland to St
Johns. Very fine. Cat $80

NEWFOUNDLAND: Small group of mainly unused items comprising ; Post Card types P1,
P2 and P3 (latter used and unused) P4 and P8 and Post Bands types W1, W2 and W3. Very
fine.

£20

£12

£30

£18

£2

£3

£12
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£4

£3

£10
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£20
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CANCELLATIONS. (Note that the lots in  this section have primarily been collect-
ed for their cancels. Whilst significant faults to stamps and covers will be noted,
minor faults may not.)

GENERAL CANCELLATIONS (see also lots 40, 51, 112)

Small collection of Canadian postmarks on stamps and cut outs. Majority appear to be
from the early 1950's. Over 100 here and note a few meter marks also. Fine

POSTMARKS: small accumulation on stamps and piece. Dating from 1870's to 1980's
but mainly QV era. 100 + items with good variety of corks, cds, sq circles etc etc. Few
fancy types noted. Some of the modern types are on piece. Condition varies but mostly
fine or better.

Large red stockbook containing collection of postmarks of Newfoundland and Labrador.
Majority are on cut outs but also over 50 on stamps of all periods. Includes obliterators,
slogan cancels and over 100 date stamp types. Stockbook alone is worth the estimate!
HEAVY LOT - Weight approx 900gms.

RPO AND TPO CANCELS (see also lots 61, 70)

1913-62 bumper lot of some 50 covers all with different western RPO cancels, All have
been identified with Ludlow "W" numbers (W5/W216). Ludlow RFs 65 to 370.  We note
the following types included (all W numbers); 5, 7D, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15A, 17, 20, 23, 24,
26B (with ornament #114), 28, 38, 42, 62, 64D, 72, 74, 89, 91, 99, 100, 117, 124A, 125,
126, 129, 131, 132, 136, 138, 140C, 141, 141D, 142A, 145A, 148, 155, 172, 179, 186,
189, 190, 193A, 201, 204, 205, 211A, 216. Condition varies but mostly fine or better
with good to fine strikes.

RPO: 1878 (11 Mar) 1 cent PS card (type UX2) with cork cancel and free strike of the
T.G. & B. Ex. R./ No 1/ EAST RPO cancel (RR 156, RF 500). Printed address of the
Dominion Telegraph Company, Toronto. Receipt backstamp dated 11 March. Very fine
strike.

RPO: 1880 (12 Jul) cover franked with two copies of the 3 cents Small queen with cork
cancels mailed to Solihull, England. Cover has free strike of the Tor & King/ P.O. Car/
East RPO cancel (type O-353). Reverse has receipt cancels from Birmingham 25 July
and Solihull 26 July). Strike is good to fine.

RPO: 1897 (11 Oct) 1 cent PS card (type UX16) addressed to Hamilton Ont. Nice strike
of the Tor & Gravenhurst M.C. G.T.R./ No 1/S cancel (type O-341). Hamilton receipt
cancel of 11 Oct. Card is discoloured but good strike of the cancel.

RPO: 1898 (6 May) PS card (type UX17) mailed from Toronto to Jamestown, New
York. Fine strike of the Lon. Ham. & Tor./M.C./W cancel (type O-146). Card has flag
cancel receipt from Jamestown dated 7 May. Very fine.

RPO: 1898 (3 Jun) PS card (type UX17) mailed from Toronto to Hamilton. Very fine
strike of the LON., HAM. & TOR./ M.C./ W cancel (type O146 RF 325). Front also has
Hamilton machine hub receiver dated 3 June plus part Carriers mark. Very fine.

RPO: 1899 (18 Apr) cover of the Intercolonial Railway of Canada addressed to Sussex
N.B. Franked with 2 cent purple Numeral stamp (CS type 76i) tied by very fine strike of
the Halifax & St. John/M.C./W cancel (type MA 115). Reverse has Sussex receiver dated
18 April. Very fine.

RPO: 1899 (26 May) 1 cent PS card (Type UX17) mailed to Wallbridge Ont. Fine strike
of the Trent & Coe Hill/ M.C. cancel (type O-419). Free strike of the Wallbridge receiver
dated 27 May. Very fine.

£3

£26

£24

£30

£15

£8

£4
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£4
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160

161

162

163

164

165

166

167

168

169

RPO: 1912 (30 Apr) Bruce Seeds envelope mailed back to Hamilton and franked with 2
cent red Admiral tied plus free strike of Bridgeburg & St. Thomas RPO/./E cancel (type
O-37). Very fine strikes. Fine.

RPO : 1923 (6 August) Dominion Express Company COD envelope addressed to
Toronto. Franked with 3 cent brown Admiral tied by Tor & Sar M.C. / No ?/ 36 cancel
(type O 404) accompanied by cachet 'Canadian National Express/ Train 3 3 Aug (2) 3/
G.T.R./ Toronto - Stratford - London/ D.A. McCracken - M' Very fine.

RPO: 1930 (4 Dec) 2 cent green PS card (type UX34c) mailed to Hamilton with Bridge
& Goderich RPO/./219 cancel (type O-36). Very fine.

RPO: 1948 (5 July) airmail cover addressed to Northern Ireland and franked with three
copies of the 5 cent War Issue stamp (CS type 255). Fine strikes of the Mont S. Falls &
Toronto RPO/./36 cancel (type Q 147) . Very fine.

RAILWAY POST OFFICE. Montreal & Toronto Mail Clerk -  M. MILLAR stamp on
piece. Train No. 59. Dated  April 4 1970 (Gray QC -353 RF – E,  Ludlow Q -165Da RF
– 250). Very fine.

RAILWAY POST OFFICE. Calgary & Vancouver  FROM C. & V. R.P.O on Letter Bill.
Train No’s 7 & 8.  Dated 1960 plus  C. & V. R.P.O.  Train No’s 7 &8  (Gray WT- 96 and
97 RF – B and F,  Ludlow W – 28E and 28D RF – 315 and 385).  (Four Letter Bills).
Very fine.

MACHINE AND FLAG CANCELS (see also lot 314)

EARLY MACHINE CANCELLATIONS.  Small collection. M -1B (Montreal cover and
front), M – 4 (Ottawa cover and front). M-6  (Montreal Indicia “C” mourning cover), M6
(Montreal Indicia “F” plus unclear indicia – two cards). Total of six covers or fronts plus
one piece. condition throughout is very fine and all mounted on display sheets.

1897 - 1901 group of three postcards and seven covers all with early flag cancels. All
appear to be different types and includes one of the Toronto exhibition cancels. Fine or
better with mostly very fine strikes.

FLAG CANCELLATIONS. 1896 – 1902 Twenty covers and cards. Montreal Type 1 -4,
Ottawa Type 4 - 1.  Montreal 7 – 8, Toronto Types 7 - 11, 7 – 13, Montreal Types 8 – 9,
(Two Fronts) 8 – 11, 8 -13, (1 Cover 2 Cards), 8 – 17, 8 -18, Toronto 8 – 19, 8 -21, 8 –
22, Toronto Exposition 10 – 1, 12 – 1, 12 – 2 (Two covers).  Plus 26 flag postmarks on
piece. Condition varies but many fine or better.

1917 “HELP TO WIN THE WAR – Flag Cancellations.  On cover London 23-6,
Brantford 25 – 1 (front only), Ottawa 25 -3,  St John 27 – 1,  Toronto 27 – 2, Vancouver
29 -1.  On piece Halifax 21 -3, Montreal 22-1,  Vancouver 23 -13,  Hamilton 24 -1,
Brantford 25 – 1, Ottawa 25 -3, Edmonton 26 – 1 (3 off)  Toronto 27 – 2,Victoria 33 -2,
Montreal 34 – 4. Condition varies but generally fine or better and most strikes appear to
be very clear.

Group of 1917 type flag cancels on cover or card. Some 14 covers here plus a couple of
duplicates on piece. We note the following types: Toronto 27-2 (x 2), Winnipeg 35 - 9 (
x 2), Halifax 21-3, Sherbrooke 23 - A, Toronto 23 - B ( x 2), Vancouver 23 - 8, Ottawa
25 - 3, London 36 - 3, Winnipeg 36 - 2, Montreal 34 - 4 (plus two on piece) and
Vancouver 33 - 1. Condition is generally fine or better with good clear strikes. Nice lot.

£5

£7

£6
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170

171
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175

176

177

178
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182

Toronto flag type 23 - B on a soldiers letter (very frail and with rough edges). Cover
has army handstamp R.29 and censor tape 3812. Dated 24 Feb 1917 which is the second
earliest recorded date for this cancel. Cancel itself is light.

Hamilton flag type 36 - 1 on 'Maker of Maps' advertising cover dated 21 April 1917
(second day of use). Complete impression and very fine (ex Larry Page)

Guelph flag type 34 - 3 on cover dated 7 July 1917. Good impression for this office
which normally has rather weak cancels.

St John N.B. flag type 27 - 1 on ppc dated 25 Sept 1917. Franked with 2 cent red
Admiral. Fine and full impression.

Edmonton flag type 26 - 2 on local drop letter dated 9 May 1917. Franked with 2 cent
red Admiral. Very fine and complete impression of cancel.

FANCY CANCELS

FANCY CANCELS: small group of five Large Queen stamps comprising; 1 cent
yellow with Oshawa 'B' cancel (Lacelle type 263), 1 cent red-brown with 2 ring 12
cancel, 6 cent value with small X in cogwheel, 6 cent value with Pembroke cross cancel
(Lacelle type 1109) and 15 cents value with Kingston fancy 9 (Lacelle type 117). Fine
and some nice cancels here.

FANCY CANCELS:- Ottawa fancy 8 (Lacelle type 96) on 3 cent Small Queen - fine
to very fine.

FANCY CANCELS: large group of some 21 stamps plus two post cards all with Star
cancellations. Mounted on album pages with the majority of cancels identified by
origin. Good range of types and some very fine strikes here.

FANCY CANCELS: large group of some 19 stamps (all Small Queens) and 6 covers/
cards all with Cross or Crossroads cancels. Mounted on album pages with the majority
identified by origin. Many very fine strikes here and a nice study lot.

FANCY CANCELS: nice group of ten fancy cross cancellations all on Small Queens.
Note Lacelle types 1042, 1073, 1074, 1081, 1082, 1084, 1085, 1100, 1139 and 1141.
Very fine.

FANCY CANCELS: 1859 10 cent Consort with fine strikes of the straight line
EUGENIA cancel. Fine. Lacelle type 405

FANCY CANCELS: 3 cent SQ with circular SPENCE cancel from Spence, Ontario
(Lacelle type 795). Fine.

FANCY CANCELS: Group of four comprising: Large R with a nick in it. Lacelle type
756 from St Hyacinthe circa 1876. On 3 cent Small Queen. Fine;  3 cent Small Queen
with fine strike of the 'X' in cogwheel cancel from St. Antoine Lotbiniere QC - Lacelle
type 914;  Large bold 'P' (Lacelle type 704 from Parrsboro NS) multiple strikes on a
pair of 3 cent Small Queens (so much so that at first it looks like a very heavy masonic
cancel). Fine and  6 cent Small Queen with fine strike of the YK cancel in purple ink
from St Francis du Lac P.Q. - Lacelle type 925.
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FANCY CANCELS: group of three bogey head cancels all on 3 cent Small Queens.
Lacelle types 1358, 1367 and 1371. Good to fine strikes.

FANCY CANCELS: 1 cent PS card mailed from St John N.B. 26 Sep 1874 showing
what the owner described as an Intaglio Shield cancel. Very fine and a new one on me.

FANCY CANCEL: 1874 (15 Jan) post card mailed from Toronto to London Ont with a
fine strike of the Toronto 'spiders web' cancel (Lacelle type 1449.) Very fine.

FANCY CANCELS: album page with six Small Queens showing a range of the more
exotic fancy cancel types comprising: Small heart with intaglio U from Uxbridge, Shield
cut like a Union Jack, Pointing hand from Port Perry, Masonic compass from Beechville,
Butterfly design from Toronto and the famous Nicaraguan Coat of Arms cancel from St.
Genevieve. Fine strikes and a scarce lot.

FANCY CANCELS: group of Small Queens (plus one 3 cent Large Queen)  all with
fancy 'letter' cancellations either 'A' or 'B' types. 17 different cancels on stamp plus nice
example of the Burnt River BR cancel on cover. Odd fault on the stamps but generally
fine or very fine and with very good cancels. Most cancels have been identified by ori-
gin.

FANCY CANCELS: group of Small Queens (plus one 1 cent Jubilee) all with fancy
letter cancels from 'N' to 'O'. 13 different cancels on stamp here plus 3 cent Numeral on
cover with 'O' cancel. Stamps generally fine or better and fine clear cancels. Most have
been identified by origin.

FANCY CANCELS:-  group of Small Queens all with fancy letter cancels ranging from
'S' to 'Y'. 10 different cancels here with two copies of the fancy Wellington Ont 'T' cancel
on early printings of the 1 cent and 3 cent SQ's. Includes nice examples of the intaglio
VR cancel from Shelbourne etc. Fine to very fine with fine cancels.

STAMPS - BULK OR MIXED LOTS

1859 1 Cent value (CS type 14). Some 55 used copies mostly mounted on album pages
but some loose in packet. Note a few with imprints and some with noted varieties. Several
have plate positions indicated. Rarely offered in such quantity. Condition varies but
many fine or very fine here and only a couple noted with obvious faults. Huge catalogue
value.

Small Queens -  group of some 41 copies of the ½ cent value on a stock card. All used.
Unchecked for varieties. Condition varies but most appear to be fine or very fine.

Small Queens 1 cent value - huge accumulation of some 700+ copies - all used. Range of
shades/ printings. Unchecked for perfs or varieties. Condition varies but many fine to
very fine here.

Small Queens 2 cents value - huge accumulation of some 450+ used copies on stock-
cards. Range of printings and shades. Unchecked for perfs or varieties. Condition varies
but many fine or better here.

Small Queens 3 cents values - huge accumulation of over 700 used copies on stockcards
and in packet. Both early and late printings present. Big range of shades etc. Unchecked
for perfs or varieties. Condition mixed but many fine or better here.

£18
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Small Queens 5 cents values - huge accumulation of some 500+ copies all used on
stockcards. Both early and late printings are present. Unchecked for perfs and varieties.
Mixed condition but many fine or better here.

Small Queens 8 cents value (CS type 44) - group of 23 used copies on stockcard. Big
range of shades. Most appear to be fine to very fine.

1893 Widow Weeds stamps: study lot of used copies on album page including 16 copies
of the 20 cents stamp and 16 copies of the 50 cents stamp. Some with noted re-entries
and varieties. Condition varies but several very fine copies here and catalogue value
well over $1200.

1897 - 1898 Maple Leaf and Numeral Issues: large accumulation of mainly used copies.
Well over 250 here on album pages and in packet. All values appear to be represented
including the Maple Leaf set to 10 cents (6 copies) and the Numerals to 10 cents (8
copies) and 20 cents (6 copies). Several have noted minor varieties. Excellent lot for the
variety hunter and some nice postmark interest as well. Condition varies but many very
fine noted. Huge catalogue value in excess of $1000.

Large grouping of modern miniature sheets, presentation packs and year books etc.
From 1970 onward to circa 2000. Several dozen items here with some limited duplica-
tion. There is over $60 worth of stamps here so offered for sale at 65% of face. All
unmounted mint and very fine. Cat value no doubt many times the offer price!

1978 - 1985 era stamp booklets. Approx 200 x 50 cents booklets from this era. Lot of
duplication. All are very fine ex post office. Unchecked for varieties, tagging etc and
sold here at 65% of face ($100).

1978 - 1982 small group of the large format stamp booklets comprising: BK79 (14 cent
x 25 + 2 labels) x 7; BK81 (17 cent x 25 + 2 labels) x 8 and BK83 (30 cent x 20 + label)
x 3. All very fine ex post office condition. Unchecked for varieties, tagging etc. and sold
here at 65% of face. ($76.50).

STAMPS - CANADA

1868 3 cent Large Queen on laid paper (CS type 33), used copy off centre to bottom
right and with a hint of a very small thin in centre only visible under fluid. Cat $500

Small Queens 1 cent yellow pair from the second Ottawa printings - lightly mounted
mint. Fine.

Precancel - 1 cent Small Queen with type G precancel. Fine used. Cat $75

1892 3 cent Small Queen from Ottawa printing. Mint single, mounted with full original
gum. One blunt perf at top but otherwise fine. Cat $30.

1893 50 cents Widow Weeds - very fine used copy. CS type 47 Cat $100

1897 Maple Leaf issue; 5 cents value with the variety 'guide dot' and plate scratch at
lower left (from pp 1L91). CS type 70ii. Stamp has one short perf at left side but is
otherwise very fine used. Rarely offered. Cat $600

1897 Maple Leaf issue 10 cent value (CS type 73) mint pair. Very small patch of gum
missing at top left and top right so considered to be very lightly hinged. Very fine and
scarce this nice. Cat $1600
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214

215
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1897 Jubilee issue. 20 cents value. Mint copy which has fairly heavy hinge showing the
listed re-entry from plate position 2 (in crown and P of postage). Fine and rarely offered.
Cat $300

1898 Numeral Issue ½ cent value. Fine used copy showing the re-entry in CANA. CS
type 74ii. Cat $50

1898 Numeral Issue ½ cent value. Lightly mounted mint copy with the re-entry in
CANA. CS type 74ii. Very fine. Cat $150

1898 Numeral Issue 2 cent purple. Very fine used copy showing the 'C' flaw. (CS type
76iv). Cat $200

1898 2 cents Map stamp - CS type 86b lightly mounted mint and very fine.

1898 2 cents Map stamp (CS types 85 and 86) group of 3 unused copies (no gum) and 8
used copies on a stockcard. Good range of shades, unchecked for varieties. Mostly fine
to very fine.

1908 Quebec Tercentenary ½ cent value - used single showing the major re-entry from
pp44. Very fine.

1917 Confederation stamp (CS type 135) lower margin imprint strips of three from plates
5 and 12. Stamps are mint but lot of gum disturbance from storage and one stamp in the
plate 12 strip has damage. Nevertheless, rarely seen.

Admiral Issue. Small group of marginal blocks and stamps all showing partial plate
imprints. Comprising; 1 cent yellow pair and block of 4 umm plus second block of 4 from
plate 170 mounted. 2 cent green block of 4 mounted, 3 cent red pair from plate 158
mounted, plus two singles umm, 5 cent violet umm and 3 cent red perf 12 x 8 (CS type
184) pair and block of six (plate 13) both umm. Very fine.

1932 Imperial Economic Conference. Group of plate block material comprising: 3 cent
value (CS 192) plate 1 - matched set of four blocks all umm; plate 2 matched set of
blocks, the lower right being a block of 8 to show the variety. LR and UR blocks lmm,
others umm. 5 cent value (CS 193) plate 1 blocks of four from UR (lmm), LL (umm) and
LR (umm); 13 cents value (CS 194) plate 1 UL and UR blocks of 4 and plate 2 UR block
of 4 - all of these umm apart from one mount on selvedge only. Cat well in excess of
$1200

1933 UPU stamp CS type 202; small group of plate pieces comprising; Plate 1UL block
of 4 mounted mint, plate 1 UR pair no gum, plate 2 UL block of four fine used (no top
margin), plate 2 UL block unmounted and plate 2 UR block mounted mint. Very fine.

1933 Royal William issue CS type 204, small group of plate pieces comprising; plate
1UL block of 4 mounted on selvedge only, plate 1 UR block of four umm, plate 1 UL
fine used block of four, plate 2 UL block of 4 umm, plate 2 UR block of four mounted
mint and plate 2 UL fine used block of four (no top margin). Very fine.

1934 10 cent Empire Loyalist stamp (CS type 209): small group of plate pieces compris-
ing; left margin plate 1 pair with gum disturbance, upper left plate 1 block mounted mint
and lower right plate 1 block of 6 unmounted. Fine to very fine. Cat $800+

£50
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1935 Silver Jubilee set CS 211 - 216; large group of plate pieces comprising; 1 cent value
plate 1 blocks of 6 and 10 and plate 2 blocks of 6 and 10 all appear unmounted; 2 cent
value plate 1 upper block of 10, plate 2 upper block of 6 and lower strip of 5 all umm
plus plate 1 upper block of 6 and plate 2 lower block of 10 mounted mint; 3 cent value
LL vertical strips of five from plates 1, 2 and 3 all umm, plate 2 LR block of 10 lmm,
plate 2 strip of 3 umm, plate 1 LL block of 4 umm and plate 2 left used block of 6; 5 cents
value lower margin strips of 3 from plate 1 and plate 2 both umm; 10 cents value LL
blocks of 10 from plate 1 and plate 2 mounted mint or disturbed gum, right margin block
of 6 from plate 2 umm, right margin strip of 3 from plate 1 umm; 13 cents value LL
blocks of 10 from plates 1 and 2 both umm, right margin block of 6 from plate 2 mounted
mint and left margin strip of 3 from plate 2 umm. Generally very fine and huge catalogue
value.

1942 War issue values to 50 cents (SG 375 - 378, 380 - 382, 385 - 387) plus 1938 20 cent
value (SG 365) all on Hawid stockcard and all unmounted mint. STC £128

1942 War Issue: huge accumulation of 254 low value plate blocks comprising; 1 cent
green 46 mint and 1 used, 2 cent brown 23 mint and 1 used, 3 cent red 14 mint, 3 cent
purple 71 mint and 1 used, 4 cent grey 3 mint, 4 cent red 75 mint and 1 used, 5 cent blue
16 mint and 8 cent 2 mint. The vast majority of the mint blocks are of 4 with a few of 6
and all but a few are unmounted. There does not appear to be any duplication with many
matched sets of blocks. Huge catalogue value and a wonderful starter collection towards
completion of these blocks for this issue. Condition is very fine throughout.

1946 Peace set to $1 plus airmail stamp all lightly mounted mint on stockcard. Very fine.
STC £55

1946 Peace issue. Accumulation of plate blocks. All different and all unmounted mint
unless noted, comprising; 8 cent value plate 1 x 3, plate 2 x 2; 10 cent value plate 1UL
and plate 2 matched set of four; 14 cents value plate 1 matched set of four, 20 cent value
plate 1 x 3, plate 2 x 3; 50 cent value plate 1 UL and LR, $1 value plate 1 UL and LR
plus UR block used.  Very fine throughout. Cat over $1100

1949 - 1950 George 6 definitives. Huge accumulation of plate blocks - well over 200
here with very little duplication and many matched sets. All appear to be very fine
unmounted and a great opportunity to complete this issue in plate blocks. Note a couple
of cracked plate varieties in here. Huge catalogue value.

1949 George 6 definitives. 1 cent value UL plate block from plate 5 and 3 cent value UR
plate block from plate 4. Both show cracked plate varieties. Very fine umm. Cat $100

1951 $1 Fisherman stamp (CS type 302) matched set of four plate blocks. Very fine
unmounted mint. Cat $1000

1954 - 1969 collection of the cellopaqs. Some 20 different here, all as intact packs and
very little duplication with many of the different pack designs etc. Note a few are the
Winnipeg tagging types. Huge catalogue value and an excellent start on a complete
collection of these items. Very fine.

1963 3 cent Cameo coil stamp (CS type 407). Coil starter strip of four stamps plus 9
labels. Also second strip with only one stamp. Fine and unmounted mint.

1976 $2 Olympic Sites stamp (CS type 688) - unmounted mint pane of 8. Very fine. Cat
$60

1999 Legendary Creatures set - se-tenant block of 4 with the scarce perf 12.5 x 12. (CS
type 1292d). Unmounted mint and very fine. Cat $60
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STAMPS - CANADA BACK OF THE BOOK

Packet of G6 and E2 stamp booklets, comprising; Wilding type BK51 x 4 and Cameo type
BK53c all with some or all of the 4 cent stamps missing; BK48b stitched type; BK42b
stitched type; BK160 Historic Hotels and BK176 Golf. Very fine and some nice booklets
here

1928 - 1946 a collection on stock cards of all of the Canadian airmail stamps. All are mint,
mostly lmm but note one or two unmounted. Includes two copies of the scarce 1930 issue
type C2,  type C5 as a marginal pair and also includes the Peace stamp booklet pane of
four. All are fine to very fine. Cat well in excess of $240

Semi - official airmail stamps: range on stock card all mint, comprising: type CL7, CL8,
CL11, CL40 (block of four), CL42, CL44 and CL45. Fine to very fine and huge catalogue
value.

1928 (13 April) Yukon Airways first flight cover from White Horse to Carcross. Cover
franked with 2 cent green Confederation stamp plus the 25 cents Yukon Airways semi
official stamp. Very fine and mounted on display page. Cat $65

1928 (13 Apr) Yukon airways semi official stamp used on a copy of the Whitehorse Star
newspaper (type CL42i). Fine. Cat $160

1875 2 cent RLS perf 12. Lightly mounted mint single. Few blunt perfs at bottom
otherwise fine. STC £65.

1875 2 cent and 5 cent RLS, both perf 12 x 11½ CS types F1d and F2d. Fine used and hard
to find thus.

1875 5 cents registered letter stamp - fine used copy showing the 'missing frame line at
right' variety. STC $100

1942 War Effort 1 cent green with OHMS overprint (CS type O1, SG O162). LR corner
block of four and left margin block of six. Unmounted mint. Block of four has some gum
disturbance. Very fine. STC £70.

1942 War Effort 4 cent Carmine with OHMS overprint, unmounted mint top marginal
block of 10. CS type O4, SG type O165. Very fine. STC £75.

1955 10 cent Kayak stamp overprinted G (CS type O39) - group of plate blocks comprising
plate 2 LL and LR, plate 3 matched set and plate 4 matched set. Also 20 cent Paper Industry
stamp overprinted G (CS type O45) plate blocks from plate 1 UL, UR and LL and plate 2
matched set. All very fine umm. Cat around $150.
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STAMPS - NEWFOUNDLAND

1865 - 70 series on thin yellowish (pelure) paper: 2 cent value (SG25) mounted mint
single. Fine. Cat £170

1870 12 cent pale red brown on thin (pelure) paper. Fine used copy. CS type 28a. (SG
type 28) Cat $110

1865 - 70 series on thin yellowish paper: 24 cents value (SG 30) - two mounted mint
copies, Fine. Cat £100

1865 24 cents blue on pelure / thin paper. Mint copy, lightly hinged showing the major
re-entry from plate position 9. CS type 31i. (SG type 30var) Fine. Cat $250

1870 10 cent black on thin yellowish paper. SG type 27. Very fine used with printers
imprint at bottom. Cat $150

1870 12 cent brown on white paper. CS type 29. (SG type 33) Very fine used. Cat $60

1876 - 79 rouletted types : 5 cent value (SG 43) mounted mint. Fine centred to right. Cat
£200

1880 - 82 issues. Mint group on album page comprising: 1 cent x 5 (including all three
listed shades), 2 cent and 5 cent. Mounted mint and fine to very fine. Cat over £650

1880 - 82 issues (SG types 44 - 48). Used group on album pages comprising: 1 cent x 6,
2 cent x 3, 3 cent x 5 and 5 cent x 5. Includes all listed shades and some more besides.
Mostly fine to very fine. Cat £250+

1887 issue SG types 49 - 54. Mounted mint group on album page comprising ½ cent, 1
cent x 3 (the three listed shades), 2 cent x 3, 3 cent, 5 cent and 10 cent. Mostly fine to
very fine but the key 3 cent value has a couple of thins. Even not counting this value the
set catalogues at over £200.

1890 3 cent value (SG 55 - 58b); nice range of some eight mounted mint copies covering
all of the listed shades. Fine to very fine and cat. in excess of £500. Lot also includes a
sheet showing the similarities of the design of this stamp and the 1898 5m issue of
Uruguay.

1896 - 98 Reissues: SG types 62 - 65a. Small mounted mint group on album page
comprising: ½ cent orange vermilion (with copy of the original rose red shade for
comparison), 1 cent deep green and 2 cent green x 2. Fine to very fine. Cat £400+

1896 - 98 Reissues: SG types 62 - 65a. Used group on album page comprising: ½ cent
(plus additional copy which appears to be a colour changeling), 1 cent green x 2, 1 cent
brown x 2, 2 cent, 3 cent blue x 3 and 3 cent brown x 4. Condition varies a bit with some
heavy cancels on some  but many fine or better. Cat well over £700.

1897 Discovery of Newfoundland set SG types 66 - 79; mounted mint set . Very fine.
Lot includes additional blocks of 4 of the 1 cent and 2 cent values and block of 15 of the
2 cent value. Cat £325+

1897 Discovery of Newfoundland set fine used. Includes second copies of the 1 cent, 3
cent, 6 cent, 8 cent and 10 cent values with shades. Also an almost certainly bogus copy
of the bisected 2 cent stamp on piece. Cat £325++
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1910 1 cent green King James stamp. Mint nh pair (with some minor gum disturbance)
perf 12 x 11 with left hand stamp showing the NFW variety and right hand stamp
showing the Jamrs variety. CS types 87ix and 87xii. SG type 109c 109e. Very fine and
nice variety pair.

1910 1 cent green King James stamp. Very fine used copy showing the ONE'CENT
variety from pp52. Perf 12 x 11. CS type 87xiv. Cat $50

1910 issue perf 12; 5 cent value (SG 99) lightly mounted mint single - very fine. Cat
£50

1910 issue perf 12;  6 cent value (SG type 100 - die A) lightly mounted mint single. Very
fine.

1910 issue perf 12: set of 11 values (SG 95 - 105 ) lightly mounted mint. Fine to very
fine. The 6 cent value is the scarcer die A type. Cat £475

1910 issue perf 12; 6 cent value (SG type 100a - die B) very fine used. Cat £110

1911 Coronation set. Mounted mint set (SG types 117 - 127). All values with additional
1 cent, 2 cent x 2 and 5 cent copies. Very fine. Cat £250.

1911 Coronation set. 15 cent value (SG 127) imperforate single. Unlisted variety and
may be a proof. Unused with gum. Very fine.

1911 Coronation set. Used group on album pages comprising all values except the 8 cent
and with additional copies of the 1 cent (7), 2 cent (7), 3 cent (2), 4 cent (2), 5 cent (3).
Fine to very fine. Cat £265++

1919 Newfoundland Contingent Issue: (SG types 130 - 141). Mounted mint set on
album leaves with additional copies of the 1 cent (3), 2 cent (4), 3 cent (2) 4 cent (4), 5
cent (3), 10 cent (4). Noted shades and other varieties. Lot also includes mint block of
20 of the 1 cent value and mint strip of three of the 2 cent value plus a large bundle of
research notes on this issue and its varieties. Very fine. Cat £160++

1919 Airmail overprints SG types 143 and 143a. Mounted mint copies, one showing the
no comma variety. Fine to very fine. Cat £290

1919 Airmail stamp CS type C2ii $1 on 15 cent scarlet. Unused copy with no gum and
having a tiny pin hole sized thin (only really visible under fluid). Stamp shows the
variety 'small comma after POST'. Fine and rarely offered in any condition. Cat $400

1920 Airmail stamp CS type 130iii. Lightly mounted mint single showing the 'raised E'
variety. Cat $50

1923 - 24 issue (SG types 149 - 162). Used group on album pages, comprising: 1 cent x
3, 2 cent x 9, 3 cent x 6, 4 cent x 7, 5 cent x 3, 6 cent, 8 cent x 2, 9 cent, 10 cent x 5, and
singles of 11 cent, 12 cent, 15 cent, 20 cent and 24 cent values. Lot also includes mint
block of six of the 5 cent value. Lot of minor shades and perf variations noted. Fine to
very fine. Cat £250++

1928 - 29  Publicity issue (SG types 164 - 178) mounted mint group comprising 1 cent
x 2, 2 cent x 4, 3 cent x 4, 4 cent x 5, 5 cent x 2, 6 cent, 8 cent x 3, 9 cent, 10 cent x 2,
12 cent x 2, 14 cent x 2, 15 cent, 20 cent x 2, 28 cent and 30 cent x 2. Duplicated values
are all either different shades or different perfs. Written up on album pages. Fine or
better. Cat £140++
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1929 3 cent on 6 cent overprint (SG type 188) study group on album pages with
accompanying notes etc. Some 80+ mint copies here including two blocks of 25 and a
partial re-construction of the plate. Many varieties identified. Very fine and hard to
re-assemble.

1929 Perkins Bacon Publicity Issue - SG types 179 - 187. Mounted mint set of 9 with
several additional copies of the 1 cent, 2 cent, 3 cent, 4 cent and 6 cent values showing
either different shades or different perforations. Scarcer high values are all very fine. Cat
£110 +

1931 series SG types 198 - 208. Mounted mint set of 11 values. Very fine. Cat £225

1932 $1 Wayzata 'stamp' lmm copy fully written up on album page.

1932 Perkins Bacon Issue (SG 209 - 220). Mounted mint set with additional copies of the
2 cent line perf 13, 3 cent line perf 14 and 15 cent line perf 14. Also additional shades of
the 3 cent, 4 cent, and 14 cent values. Very fine. Cat £150

1932 airmail overprint $1.50 on $1. Very fine umm copy. SG 221 Cat £250

1933 airmail overprint SG type 229. Two mounted mint copies plus lmm pair showing
the variety one with watermark, one without. Very fine. Cat £39

1933 airmail overprint SG type 229 vfu copy. Cat £23

1933 Airmail set SG types 230 - 234. Mounted mint set with additional copy of the 10
cents value. Very fine. Cat £160

1933 Airmail set SG types 230 - 233. Used set to the 60 cents value. Very fine. Cat
£200

1937 Long Coronation issue (SG types 257 - 267). Group of mounted mint stamps on
album pages comprising the full sets of perf 14 line, perf 13.5 line and set of perf 13 comb
missing only the 1 cent, 7 cents and 14 cents values. Also note 1 cent perf 14 pair with
and without watermark and 7 cent value with re-entry at right (SG 259cb). Cat well in
excess of £300 and difficult to assemble. Fine to very fine.

1937 Long Coronation set 20 cents value (SG type 264) with 'extra chimney' variety.
Mounted mint single, fine. Cat £130.

1937 Long Coronation set (SG types 257 - 267) used group on album pages comprising;
full set of the perf 14 line, full set of the perf 13.5 line and set of the perf 13 comb missing
only the 7 cent, 14 cent, 24 cent and  25 cents values. Includes several additional copies
showing varieties etc. Fine to very fine. Cat  well in excess of £300.

1941 - 44 Waterlow printings. SG types 276 - 289. Mounted mint group on album pages
comprising full set of singles plus additional copies of the 1 cent (1), 2 cent (2) 4 cent (3)
5 cent (1) 7 cent (2) 10 cent (1) 20 cent (1) plus blocks of four of all values, many with
plate numbers. Note a few with NSSC variety numbers. Fine to very fine. Cat £250+

1939 - 1949 Postage Due stamps - mint group on album pages includes basic set of 6 plus
the perf 11 x 9 varieties and the perf 11 variety on the 10 cent value. Also includes mint
blocks of 4 of the 1 cent and 4 cent values. Very fine. Cat £100+
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1939 - 49 Postage Dues: small group of used copies comprising types D1, D2, D2a, D3
and D3a. Fine to very fine. Cat £165+

NEWFOUNDLAND REVENUES:- small group of revenue stamps on album pages
comprising Van Dam types NFR2 (x2), NFR16, 16a, 17, 18, 20a and 24; NFR41, NFW1,
NFC 1 - 5, NFM1a and tobacco Tax stamp with Military Canteen overprint (TB50).
mostly fine or better. Cat over $150

POST OFFICE FORMS AND LABELS (see also lot 44)

Small group of four Victorian era postmaster forms from Ashcroft Station B.C. Compris-
es: Regular letter bill, Registered letter bill and two forms for the Application for all
classes of Money Orders. The Registered Letter Bill form is slightly tatty around the
edges but generally fine to very fine and nice collateral material.

1898 Post Office Department Canada, Acknowledgement of Receipt Form (39B - 1000
24 10 96) apparently referring to a registered letter posted at Lille Gare (France) on 2 July
1898 and delivered on 18 July. Montreal squared circle precursor cancel dated 11
November and boxed 'Secretary/GPO/D' cancel dated 30 November. Unclear French
cancel in blue on reverse. Fine and very early AR document  with only 1000 printed.

1909 British Post Office poster for use in post offices detailing a reduction in parcel post
charges from the UK to Canada effective on 1 January 1910. Large item 32 cm x 21 cm.
Some minor edge faults but overall fine and nice collateral item.

1928 tie on label for Airmail for (Montreal City) - code 2 A.M.S. 3000 10-4-28. Toronto
datestamp of 5 May. Reverse has two Montreal duplex cancels dated 5 May. Nice early
airmail collateral item. Fine.

1931 Post Office document 'Liste Des Objects Recommandes. Print number 23 3/4 B -
300000 - 4 - 1 - 29. Document has Ste Martine/ P.Q. dispatch cancel dated 3 March 1931
and St. Urbain de Chateauguay receipt cancel dated the same day. Fine

1931 tie on blue label for 'Newspapers from Montreal' for Birmingham, Forward. Print
no 216 - 4000 - 13-3-30. Reverse has Montreal Canada/ No 265 cancel dated 27 June
1931. Fine.

1931 tie on label for 'Letters from Montreal Canada for Great Britain South with mss
Birmingham added. Print no 255 - 1500 - 4 -9 -29. Violet 'Montreal Registered' cancel
dated 12 August 1931. Fine

1935 Post Office document 'Liste Des Objects Recommandes. Print number 23 7/8 B -
200000 - 4 - 3 - 33. Document has Ste Martine/ P.Q. dispatch cancel dated 23 Feb 1935
and St. Urbain de Chateauguay receipt cancel dated 25 Feb. Fine

1935 - 1937 pair of letter bills from Ste Martine P.Q. to St. Urbain de Chateauguay P.Q.
Dated 17 May 1935 and 11 Nov 1937 respectively with receipt cancels of the same date.
The 1935 form has print no 2 G -8120000- 6/7/34' the 1937 form has print number 2G -
9000000 - 22 - 4 36. Very fine.

1936 orange tie on Parcel Post label. Print no 150000 - 20-8-23. used from Fredericton
N.B. for Boston Customs. Fredericton cancel dated 9 April 1936. Fine.
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1957 Two Canada Post C.O.D. tie on labels both addressed to St. Urbain de Chateauguay
P.Q. The first has violet Montreal Canada Stn B no 2 cancels dated 13 Nov, the second
has red Drummondville P.Q. cancels dated 23 Nov. Fine

1958 / 59 pair of tie on Canada Air Mail labels for delivery to Quebec P.Q. The first has
print no 529 AMS-25M-30-12-57 and has Val D'Or duplex cancel dated 10 March 1958.
The second has print no 529 AMS -7M - 13- 9- 57 and has violet Montreal Airport No 2
cancel dated 1 March 1959. Very fine.

1959 Canada Post Office advice form (67B) to a magazine publisher advising a change
of address of recipient of a magazine. Signed by a postmaster in Edmonton.
Edmonton/L.C. Depot No 2 cancel dated 13 July 1959 accompanied by T/2 cents tax
mark. Addressed to Ergenfield N.J. USA. Fine.

1962 Ballot Box tie on label - form no 84 - 6- 59- 50M with violet registered Woodstock
Ont cancel dated 13 June 1962. Front also has violet boxed Woodstock registration mark.
Addressed to Thamesford, Ont. Very fine.

1964 pair of Canada Post C.O.D. tie on labels, both addressed to St. Urbain de Chateau-
guay P.Q. First has print number C.O.D. 5-8-2-63 and has boxed 0888 Montreal Sub no
95 cancels dated 5 Nov 1964. The second has same print number but has 0809 Montreal
Sub 15 cancels dated 2 Nov 1964. Fine.

1968 Canada Post Change of Address Announcement card with print no 86B - (8/64).
Mailed to London England from Cloverdale B.C. (machine cancel dated 24 October
1968). Very fine.

MISCELLANEOUS LOTS AND ALL THE STUFF THE AUCTION MANAGER
MISSED FIRST TIME AROUND.

1906 Pair of post cards mailed from Canada to the USA. Both franked with 1 cent
Edward and both showing nice US flag cancels as arrival marks; one from Newcastle PA
and the other from Taunton Mass. Fine.

Souvenir postcard circa 1911 with very fine shield and maple leaf design with beaver for
the Dominion of Canada. Card was mailed to the UK with 2 cent Edward 7 stamp but
design side would make a super frontspiece for any display of Canadian material. Very
fine.

CAPEX 87 - selection of souvenir items, includes facsimiles of the $4 and $5 Jubilee
stamps. Very fine.

1897 Jubilee issue. Facsimiles of the $4 and $5 values produced for the Capex 87 show.
Mounted on card and a nice album filler while you save up to buy the real thing! Very
fine.

Book: Canada Varieties of the Queen Elizabeth Era by Ken Pugh. Part 2 - Major
Varieties. Very fine condition.

1895 (31 May) advertising cover 3c SQ on JOHN KAY SON & CO, CARPET WARE-
HOUSE, 35 King St West, TORONTO cc envelope, tied by TORONTO CANADA
MAY 31 7PM 95 two-ring orb type 1, to GRAVENHURST ONT JUL 1 95 full circle
receiver across torn flap. Fine.
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1897 (12 August) attractive advertising cover for R.J. Lovell, Stationers mailed from
Toronto to Sackville N.B. Franked with 3 cent Jubilee tied by perfect strike of the
Toronto type 7C flag cancel. Reverse has Sackville receiver of 14 August. Very minor
edge fault at top but otherwise very fine and attractive cover.

AND FINALLY…….  SOME DONATED LOTS  - PLEASE BID GENEROUSLY!

1929 - 1950 trio of covers with mixed Canadian/ US franking comprising:- two US postal
stationery envelopes to which Canadian stamps have been added so probably legitimate
use in Canada. The third is a letter from Saskatchewan to New York franked with a 1 cent
Canadian stamp and a 2 cent US stamp both tied by Canadian machine cancel and appears
to have gone through the mails without comment. Interesting group.

1947 (10 Oct) OHMS letter mailed from Montreal to Denmark with advertising for the
Canadian international Trade Fair. Franked with 5 cent War Issue stamp with OHMS
perfin. Cover has some minor edge wear and also shows some staining from back flap
gum, otherwise fine.

1964 (10 Oct) postcard mailed from Gander, NF to Sweden and franked with 3 cent
Newfie stamp from the 1941 - 44 series. Very late usage of Newfie stamps - someone had
been keeping these for a long time! Very fine.

1974 greetings card sent from Toronto to a Wing Cmdr serving in England. Sent as third
class mail at the prevailing rate of 8 cents, it could not be delivered and was returned to
sender. Very fine.

1984 (24 Aug) letter mailed from Moorefield Ont and incorrectly addressed to the
Swedish Newfoundlander Club in Denmark. Handled by the Danish dead letter office in
Copenhagen who redirected it to Sweden. Franked with 65 cents of postage. Fine and
unusual.

END OF SALE

Our next sale will be in March 2025.
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